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Criminalizing intolerance
December 12, 2011  Johnathan Turley LA Times

http://articles.latimes.com/2011/dec/12At  a  United  Nations
conference this week, free speech is in the cross hairs.

This  week  in  Washington,  the  United  States  is  hosting  an
international conference obliquely titled “Expert Meeting on
Implementing  the  U.N.  Human  Rights  Resolution  16/18.”  The
impenetrable  title  conceals  the  disturbing  agenda:  to
establish  international  standards  for,  among  other  things,
criminalizing  “intolerance,  negative  stereotyping  and
stigmatization of … religion and belief.” The unstated enemy
of religion in this conference is free speech, and the Obama
administration is facilitating efforts by Muslim countries to
“deter” some speech in the name of human rights.

FOR THE RECORD:
Blasphemy: The phrase “the prosecution of” was
inadvertently dropped in a Dec. 13 Op-Ed about a
U.N. resolution on blasphemy. The sentence should
read:  “While  the  resolution  also  speaks  to
combating incitement to violence, the core purpose
behind this and previous measures has been to
justify the prosecution of those who speak against
religion.”
Although the resolution also speaks to combating incitement to
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violence, the core purpose behind this and previous measures
has been to justify those who speak against religion. The
members of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation, or OIC,
have been pushing for years to gain international legitimacy
of  their  domestic  criminal  prosecutions  of  anti-religious
speech.

This year, Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton invited
nations to come to implement the resolution and “to build
those muscles” needed “to avoid a return to the old patterns
of division.” Those “old patterns” include instances in which
writers and cartoonists became the targets of protests by
religious groups. The most famous such incident occurred in
2005 when a Danish newspaper published cartoons mocking the
prophet Muhammad. The result were worldwide protests in which
Muslims reportedly killed more than 100 people — a curious way
to demonstrate religious tolerance. While Western governments
reaffirmed the right of people to free speech after the riots,
they  quietly  moved  toward  greater  prosecution  of  anti-
religious  speech  under  laws  prohibiting  hate  speech  and
discrimination.

The OIC members have long sought to elevate religious dogma
over individual rights. In 1990, members adopted the Cairo
Declaration,  which  rejected  core  provisions  of  the  U.N.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and affirmed that free
speech  and  other  rights  must  be  consistent  with  “the
principles of the sharia,” or Islamic law. The biggest victory
of the OIC came in 2009 when the Obama administration joined
in condemning speech containing “negative racial and religious
stereotyping” and asked states to “take effective measures” to
combat incidents, including those of “religious intolerance.”
Then, in March, the U.S. supported Resolution 16/18’s call for
states to “criminalize incitement to imminent violence based
on religion or belief.” It also “condemns” statements that
advocate  “hostility”  toward  religion.  Although  the  latest
resolution refers to “incitement” rather than “defamation” of



religion (which appeared in the 2005 resolution), it continues
the disingenuous effort to justify crackdowns on religious
critics in the name of human rights law.

The OIC has hit on a winning strategy to get Western countries
to  break  away  from  their  commitment  to  free  speech  by
repackaging blasphemy as hate speech and free speech as the
manifestation  of  “intolerance.”  Now,  orthodoxy  is  to  be
protected  in  the  name  of  pluralism  —  requiring  their  own
notion of “respect and empathy and tolerance.” One has to look
only at the OIC member countries, however, to see their vision
of empathy and tolerance, as well as their low threshold for
anti-religious speech that incites people. In September, a
Kuwaiti court jailed a person for tweeting a message deemed
derogatory to Shiites. In Pakistan last year, a doctor was
arrested for throwing out a business card of a man named
Muhammad because he shared the prophet’s name.

The core countries behind this effort show little tolerance or
“empathy”  themselves  for  opposing  religions  or  viewpoints.
Saudi Arabia will not allow the construction of a church in
the  kingdom,  let  alone  allow  public  observance  of  other
faiths. This year, the Saudi interior minister declared free
speech to be an offense against God, declaring the kingdom
“categorically [bans] all sorts of demonstrations, marches and
sit-ins … as they contradict Islamic sharia law and the values
and traditions of Saudi society.” Last week, Saudi courts
sentenced an Australian Muslim to be flogged 500 times and
sent to jail for “insulting” Muhammad.



HOLY EXPERIMENT 101
With  Constitutional  liberties  threatened  are  there  Fifth
Column movements within government?

“Whether  our  religion  permits
Christians  to  vote  for  infidel
rulers is a question which merits
more consideration than it seems
yet  to  have  generally  received
either  from  the  clergy  or  the
laity. It appears to me that what
the  prophet  said  to  Jehoshaphat
about  his  attachment  to  Ahab
[“Shouldest thou help the ungodly
and love them that hate the Lord?”
2  Chronicles  19:2]  affords  a
salutary  lesson.”  [The
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Correspondence and Public Papers
of John Jay, 1794-1826, Henry P.
Johnston, editor (New York: G.P.
Putnam’s  Sons,  1893),  Vol.  IV,
p.365]

With calculated, methodical assaults against our judicial and
constitutional system increasing; is it time American’s should
know the truth?   What is America’s (identity) as a nation?

Is America’s  history of Puritans and Pilgrims  and national
identity even taught in schools anymore?  Our Constitution was
created  and  patterned  after  same  government  philosophy  as
“Mayflower Compact”.   Sir William Blackstone created (LONANG)
Laws of Nature and Nature’s God at one time commonly known as
“Law of England”.   After King John’s “Magna Charter” England
went  to  a  gradual  moral  decline  between  powers  of  ruling
families.  From Mary Tudor (Bloody Mary) efforts to bring back
established religion of “Holy Roman Empire” up to King James
who created term “Divine Right’s of King’s” religious freedom
was declining rapidly in Europe.    British “Pilgrim” Sue
Allen tells history of Christian persecution during this time
period.

John Locke considered “Father of Enlightenment Period” was
among  those  fleeing  England  to  Holland  avoiding  religious
persecution.   John Locke wrote many books among the most
famous  was  “Second  Treatise  of  Government”  which  Thomas
Jefferson  used  as  “blueprint”  for  Declaration  of
Independence.  
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The  Holy  Experiment”  to  establish  a  “Moral-Self-Governing”
Society. The  Bible being the ultimate source of morality for
Christians they wrote  biblical Laws into the Common Law to
establish morality. In terms of  Religion that was “Free Will”
and choice to ensure that even  Christianity would not become
an “Established Religion”. This nation  was not established
upon ANY established religion. There is bi-partisan effort
dueling  for control in America.  Education Day served its 
purpose brainwashing America into the “great falling away”.  
The minute we place an Established Religion in place of our 
Constitution that’s when we enter “The Dark Ages” according to
Daniel
Webster.

"Render unto Caesar what is Caesar's and unto God what is
God's.    Under  William  Blackstone's  government  philosophy
liberties are granted by Nature's God.

“Providence has given our people the choice of their rulers,
and it is the duty, as well as privilege and interest,
of a Christian nation to select and prefer Christians for
their rulers.”

John Jay First Chief Justice Oct. 12, 1816, in a statement, The
Correspondence and Public Papers of John Jay, Henry Johnston

Our Founding Father’s wrote Blackstone’s laws (biblical laws)
into  Common  Law  to  ensure  “morality”  but  leaving  actual
religious belief up to conscience and free will.   Preventing
the religious tyranny of England they created “Establishment
Clause” in First Amendment. Being well educated and carefully
analyzing  previous  governments  throughout  history
understanding  no  civilization  survived  “moral  decay”.  
Constitutional debates lasted from May 25 to September 17,
1787   This  point  was  crucial  creating  a  “Self-Governing”
Republic.  Our Constitution’s Tenth Amendment and Article 4
Sec. 4 the “guarantee clause”.  Understanding the private
ambitions of men our Founding Father’s patterned 2nd Amendment
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after the first Law of Nature (irrevocable right to life and
self-defense)  to  protect  rights  granted  only  by  “The
Creator”.   While the revisionists, humanists and atheists
deny this the stubborn facts are here if we only open our
minds to truth.

 

The definition of a CoG is “the source of
power  that  provides  moral  or  physical
strength, freedom of action, or will to act.”
 Thus, the center of gravity is usually seen
as  the  “source  of  strength”.  DOD  War
Department definition of Prussian Military War
Strategist  Karl  Von  Clausewitz  “Center  of
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Gravity” from “On War”.   

 

“We  hold  it  for  a  fundamental  and  undeniable  truth  “that
religion, or
the  duty  which  we  owe  our  Creator,  and  the  manner  of
discharging it, can be directed only by reason and conviction,
not by force or violence.”  The religion, then, of every man
must be left to the conviction and  conscience of every man:
and that it is the right of every man to  exercise it as these
may dictate”. James Madison, A Memorial and  Remonstrance
Against  Religious  Assessments,  addressed  to  the  Virginia  
General Assembly, June 20, 1785

The Founding Father’s created a system of three branches of
government to ensure separation of powers while republic and
people  were  giving  the  mass  of  power.   This  was  never
attempted before even in previous republic’s like Rome with
only a senate.

DID  OBAMA  JUST  COVER  FOR
CLINTON IMMIGRATION TREASON?
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 “…..The lie can be maintained only for such time as
the State can shield the people from the political,
economic and/or military consequences of the lie.
Joseph Goebbels Nazi Minister of Propaganda

Hillary  Clinton:  Obama
immigration  effort  ‘historic
step’
OF COURSE HILLARY  OBAMA SERVED AS YOUR SCAPEGOAT.  IT WAS
CLINTON ADMINISTRATION WHO DID GREAT VIOLATION TO IMMIGRATION
LAWS.   But  back  in  June  during  illegal  children  “active
measure” Hillary stated “She’d send them back”. Hillary really
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thinks America is so dumbed down from psychological subversion
no one has mental  ability  to fact check her.  With her
millions for “Information Wars” and repealing “Smith-Mundt”
Act she’s got it in the bag.  What Hillary is saying is still
too much truth leaking out.  Wondering if HIllary bossing
Obama hurts his ego?

Marbury V. Madison 1863  All Laws contrary to
constitution are “Null and Void”.

Did Congress through the years sign their powers on
Immigration and Naturalization away or was it done by
Executive Order?
First there was Executive Order 12208 Refugee Act delegating
full  authority  to  executive  branch  deciding  refugees  into
U.S.  Executive Order 12208 changed U.S. immigration laws on
refugees to align with “International Laws”.

Before 1991, naturalization within the United States was a
judicial  function  exercised  since  1790  by  various  courts
designated  in  statutes  enacted  by  Congress  under  its
constitutional  power  to  establish  a  uniform  rule  of
naturalization.   During  Clinton  Administration  October  1,
1991, Congress transferred the naturalization authority to the
Attorney General.  During Bush #43 administration power was
transferred to Homeland Security.

This has to be why Obama administration got by with threats of
“pink slips” to border agents before election.  Chris Crane
sued Homeland Security and Janet Napolitano but no justice
served.    Napolitano  stepped  down  replaced  with  Muslim
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Brotherhood Mohamed Elibiary  Is America seeing some drama
unfold to cover these treasonous acts?  This means Elibiary 
(Muslim  Brotherhood)  had  full  power  over  immigration  and
naturalization  during  his  tenure  as  Chief  of  HLS.   Could
Elibiary have organized Boston Bombing after reviving Bush #43
Saudi-Fast Track Visa Program?  Is it any wonder all ties
between terrorism and Islam were de-linked?

Chapter  3:  USCIS  Authority  to  Naturalize  Revisions  and
transfer of power.

October  1,  1991,  Congress  transferred  the  naturalization
authority to the Attorney General (now the Secretary of DHS).
USCIS is authorized to perform such acts as deemed necessary

to properly implement the Secretary’s authority. [3] In certain
cases, an applicant for naturalization may choose to have the

Oath of Allegiance [4] administered by USCIS or by an eligible
court with jurisdiction. Eligible courts may choose to have
exclusive authority to administer the Oath of Allegiance. 

CLINTON HAD TO CHANGE EXISTING IMMIGRATION LAWS TO COMPLY WITH
N.A.F.T.A ACT

Federal Immigration and Nationality Act
Section  8  USC  1324(a)(1)(A)(iv)(b)(iii)
prohibits transfer or hiring illegals.
lii_usc_TI_08_CH_12_SC_II_PA_VIII_SE_1324

The  treason  and  transfer  of  powers  has  been  bi-partisan
effort.   The  above immigration laws speak for themselves. 
In November 2002, Congress passed the Homeland Security Act
(116  Stat.  2135),  which  abolished  the  Immigration  and
Naturalization  Service  and  transferred  most  immigration
functions to the Department of Homeland Security. This chapter
describes  immigration  administration  after  the  Homeland
Security Act (HSA).
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The 1892 Church of The Holy Trinity vs. U.S.; 143 U.S. 457,
458  Supreme  Court  Ruling  mirrored  Federal  Immigration  and
Nationality Act Section 8 USC 1324(a)(1)(A)(iv)(b)(iii) above.

U.S.; 143 U.S. 457, 458 Trinity Church VS. U.S. resulted in
two  part  decision  since  it  effected  both  "churches"  and
"immigration". The ruling on immigration of foreign English
pastors for hire was:
  "It shall be unlawful for any person, company, partnership,
or  corporation,  in  any  manner  whatsoever  to...in  any  way
assist  or  encourage  the  importation...of  any  alien
or...foreigners  into  the  United  States...under  contract  or
agreement...to perform labor or service of
 any kind". Church of The Holy Trinity vs. U.S.; 143 U.S. 457,
458 (1892).

Ronald  Reagan's  amnesty  changed  Geo-political  face  of
California  and  electoral  votes.   In  1991  Clinton
administration Title 8 Immigration laws were transferred the
"rule of law" to "Attorney General" under Chapter 3 revision
act.

Without revisions on Immigration and Naturalization laws our
progressive economical and immigration crisis was treason.

Proof Homeland Security and rogue religious groups violated
immigration laws.  Many of these rogue entities are disguised
under  religious  groups  receiving  funding  from  Presidential
faith-based charities grants.   This executive order revived
under Obama Administration.
 

In  1929  due  to  massive  immigration  War  Department  DOD
published training manual on immigration.  DOD details dangers
of  massive  immigration  and  details  recommendations  for
solution for America’s sovereignty.
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1929 DOD War Department Immigration Training Manual

Obama’s  blanket  Amnesty  carry  over  from  previous
administrations.
Obama  public  announcement  his  amnesty  would  fix  broken
immigration system.  While Jeb Bush ordering GOP to move on
immigration with bi-partisan effort.  

The money laundering is hard to track due to money funneled
through various groups with ties to Gamaliel Foundation.  
These groups have infiltrated churches and leaders such as
David Gushee writing “Evangelical Manifesto”.  Among Gamaliel
leaders receiving Alinsky styled training is Barack Obama and
Mikey Weinstein.

Lawsuits were filed mentioning  money laundering for birth
control by Faith-based charities grants.  Gamaliel Foundation
boasts  of  amnesty  accomplishment.   Only  Univision  carried
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Obama’s  amnesty  speech.  Another  Gamaliel  Alinsky  organizer
Rep. Gutierrez told Obama it was time to pay up.

In pre-recorded propaganda speech Obama uses scriptures for
typical Alinsky fourth “Kill Rule”.   “Make the Enemy live up
to his own rules”.  Alinsky stated they could  literally kill
Christians  with  this.   Ronald  Reagan’s  amnesty  reshaped
geopolitical  face  of  California  with  largest  number  of
electoral  votes.   Most  widely  used  mention  of  bible
scriptures, God or Jesus these days is when used as guilt trip
and reverse psychology.

Romans 13:2 So those who refuse to obey the laws of the land
are refusing to obey God, and punishment will follow.

 Leviticus 24:22, NKJV You shall have (the same) law for the
stranger and for one from your own country; for I am the LORD
your God.

PRIVATE  CHARITABLE
PHILANTHROPY  CRIME  OR
FASCISM?
 

 

Feeding  the
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homeless:  Act
of charity or
a crime?

Viral Media attention focused on Ft. Lauderdale’s recent ban
on charities feeding the homeless.    The attention first
focused on 90 year old Arnold Abbott and his efforts to feed
Ft. Lauderdale’s homeless.   Many homeless nationwide travel
to Ft. Lauderdale for winter.  Since Abbott’s arrest other
homeless charities are reported attacks. One report stated Ft.
Lauderdale commissioners did “all nighter” and did not take 
up the issue until 2 a.m. and passed the new law at 3:30 a.m. 
Sun-Sentential local news reported on 22 Oct 2014

 A claim for equality of material position can be met only by
a government with totalitarian powers. — Friedrich Hayek

Fascism is a form of government, in which the country is
considered  more  important  than  any  one  person,  group,
liberty,  or  provision.  A  country  under  this  kind  of
government is usually run by a person called a leader, who
has  the  right  of  total  control  over  the  government  and
people.  Fascist leadership might also be similar to an
oligarchy, such as in Italy where the fascist party was ruled
by its “grand council” from 1922 until the end of World War
Two.

Fort
Lauderdale
Mayor  Jack
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Seiler  is
speaking out
against
Abbott,
saying
homeless
people
should  have
to  interact
with  the
government
to get food

The official behind the recently passed ordinance is Mayor
Jack Seiler sworn in as Mayor of the City of Fort Lauderdale
on March 17, 2009.  Seiler member of Ft. Lauderdale’s “League
of Cities” reported having received numerous nasty emails
flooding  his  inbox  since  recent  attacks  on  homeless
shelters.         Mail  Online  quoted

Mayor Seiler “….. homeless people should have to interact
with the government to get food”

Jack Seiler National League of Cities and Municipal Leagues
have many various networks from Youth (Jr. League of Cities)
to Women’s Leagues.

“The Main Obstacle To A Stable And Just World Order Is The
United States.” ~ George Soros

In this video link Emmy-winning reporter and radio host, Shad
Olson, investigates the connection between state “Municipal
Leagues“,  the  “National  League  of  Cities”  and  liberal
overlord,  George  Soros.  Advancing  antigun,  antifamily,
anticapitalist  policies  that  cost  taxpayers  millions  of
dollars, Shad reveals how the National League of Cities is
doing  the  work  of  the  extreme  left  in  the  ‘bottom-up,’

http://www.browardleague.org/
http://www.browardleague.org/
http://www.local10.com/news/mayor-barraged-with-angry-emails-over-homeless-feeding-arrest/29586026
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2822829/Charity-worker-90-arrested-police-feeding-homeless-gets-right-work-one-day-later-despite-outcry-insensitive-mayor-gets-arrested-again.html?fb_ref=Default&fb_source=group
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2822829/Charity-worker-90-arrested-police-feeding-homeless-gets-right-work-one-day-later-despite-outcry-insensitive-mayor-gets-arrested-again.html?fb_ref=Default&fb_source=group
http://www.juniorleagueftl.org/
http://www.nlc.org/build-skills-and-networks/networks/constituency-groups/women-in-municipal-government
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0dC38_E6Mc


remaking of America.  Jordan Mason city councilman in Rapid
Cities S.D. fought during in depth investigation into “League
of Cities” groups and “Municipal League” the name “George
Soros” repeatedly turned up throughout investigation.

George  Soros  boasts  of  being  philanthropist.   However
according to wikipedia philanthropy is one who donates his or
her time to  charitable causes.  Which leaves a wide scope for
goals,motives,  private  and  self  interests  and  to  whom  is
benefiting.

George  Soros  has  funded  both  Democrat  and  bi-partisan
candidates like John Kerry, Hillary Clinton, Ron Paul and 
Barack Obama.  Soros support of political candidates is bi-
partisan even though Soros funded group “MoveOn”  boasted
having bought Democrat Party in 2004.    Soros attacked George
W. Bush during both campaigns and stated “George Bush was a
danger  to  the  world”.   Question  must  be  asked  “Is  Soros
oligarchy dictatorship any better?  Loyalty oaths to political
parties  for  election  apparently  have   superseded  
constitutional oaths and obligations to constituents. It is
noted  Soros  investments  into  Bush  #41  created  private
investment  group  Carlye  Group  created  massive  returns  for
Soros during Gulf Wars.    It has been reported by many news
sources Soros confessed “Messianic god Complex” as well as his
mental view of feelings  he’s actually “GOD”!!  As bizarre as
this  may  sound  it  is  typical  mindset  and  teachings  of
Kabballa.

The teachings of New Age Movement promoted by Lucis Trust and
Kabballah Babylonian  Zohar teachings coincide with mindset of
George Soros.     Mystic religious cults are found both in
Judaism’s Rabbinical “Oral” Laws and Islamic “Sufism”.  The
strange “push” for r “Zoroastrianism” practiced in Ancient
Babylon in modern day Iran.  sheds light on John Robinson’s
1798  book  “Proof’s  of  a  Conspiracy”  to  create  One  World
Government and One World Religion. Link

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_philanthropists
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIA1lQBqH1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEcyBRQpSWg
http://www.aim.org/aim-column/ron-paul-campaign-uses-soros-funded-research/
http://nymag.com/news/politics/30634/
http://archive.frontpagemag.com/readArticle.aspx?ARTID=10256
http://archive.frontpagemag.com/readArticle.aspx?ARTID=10256
http://articles.latimes.com/2004/oct/04/opinion/oe-ehrenfeld4
http://www.canadafreepress.com/index.php/article/21748
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http://gulagbound.com/6356/on-being-god-from-the-mouth-of-george-soros/
http://gulagbound.com/6356/on-being-god-from-the-mouth-of-george-soros/
http://rose-sufi-crescent.blogspot.com/2006/05/sufism-and-demons.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zoroastrianism
http://www.archive.org/stream/proofsofconspira00robi#page/n5/mode/2up
http://www.archive.org/stream/proofsofconspira00robi#page/n5/mode/2up
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“The Masters” in both New Age Movement, Lucis Trust and other
sects  intertwine  are  actually  “Fallen  Angels”  and  demons
“channeled” by means of “magic spells” and rituals.

You may be wondering what does “homeless charity” and religion
have in common.  That depends if you understand history of
power of “Established Religions” , “Divine Right’s of King’s”
up  to  Revolutionary  War.   If  one  studies  history  it  was
“Secret Doctrine” or forbidden secret knowledge when shared
and passed on to select few resulted in feudal systems of
power.    Most of Rome’s dictators declared themselves “gods” 
Seems the Global Community have taken over “charities” and
Israel recently joined global “Red Cross” only upon adapting
emblem   to  “square”  or  “crystal”  rather  than  “Cross”.   
Islamic  “Rose  Sufi  Crescent”  charity  symbol  “the  crescent
moon” and advocates entering “an oath of protection”. 

 

 

FUNDAMENTAL  TRANSFORMATION
AND FIFTH COLUMN ORGANIZERS
Do we have proof of Fifth Column Movements

The founding principles of the Republic may be cast aside
because there are powerful forces at work bent on changing our
form of government. For many decades these same forces have
helped to move America away from constitutional limitations
toward  an  all-powerful  state.  They  now  hope  to  formalize
radical  changes  that  have  already  been  taking  place  by
rewriting the Constitution.

http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/sd/sd-hp.htm
http://www.activistpost.com/2013/01/serfdom-and-feudal-system-whats-old-is.html
http://www.activistpost.com/2013/01/serfdom-and-feudal-system-whats-old-is.html
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/16598697/ns/world_news-mideast_n_africa/t/red-cross-debuts-protective-crystal-emblem/
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/16598697/ns/world_news-mideast_n_africa/t/red-cross-debuts-protective-crystal-emblem/
http://rose-sufi-crescent.blogspot.com/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/11/09/laws-nature-natures-god-true-foundation-constitutional-law/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/11/09/laws-nature-natures-god-true-foundation-constitutional-law/


Constitutional Plot disguised as Bi-Centennial Celebration.

 

 

The  James-
MacGregor
Burns
“Treason”
Tyrant
School.

“Let us face reality, The framers have simply been too shrewd
for  us,  They  have  outwitted  us.  They  designed  separated
institutions that cannot be unified by mechanical linkages,
frail bridges, tinkering. If we are to “turn the founders
upside down” – to put together what they put asunder – we must
directly confront the constitutional structure they erected”
James MacGregor Burns “The Power To Lead”. “Committee on the
Constitutional System”.

Tyrant Leadership School “James MacGregor Burns Academy.

An  Enemy  of  the  U.S.  Constitution  Passes
http://www.thenewamerican.com/reviews/opinion/item/18722-an-en
emy-of-the-us-constitution-passes
Exposing  America’s  Enemies:  the  ‘Social  Justice  Seeking’
Communist
Lefthttp://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/1629800/posts?pag
e=33

Mayflower  Compact,  Declaration  of  Independence  and

http://www.thenewamerican.com/usnews/constitution/item/17684-bicentennial-plot
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/James-MacGregor-Burns.jpg
http://www.thenewamerican.com/reviews/opinion/item/18722-an-enemy-of-the-us-constitution-passes
http://www.thenewamerican.com/reviews/opinion/item/18722-an-enemy-of-the-us-constitution-passes
http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/1629800/posts?page=33
http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/1629800/posts?page=33


Constitutional  Law  foundation  principles  “LONANG”

LONANGTrueFoundation

The “Rule of Law” is Talmudic Law rather than Constitutional
Law  and goyim are dictated with “Noahide Laws” classified as
sub-class beings.

Clinton speaks of establishing a New Covenant,  replacing
Declaration of Independence which replaces the Bill of Rights
with Seven Laws of Noah and established religion.

Clinton  Administration  continued  the  assault  on  First
Amendment creating H.R.1308 Religious Freedom Restoration Act
of 1993
Legalizing established religions of Talmudism and Islam which
allow no freedom “of” religion.  Slick Willie’s bill replaced
Thomas Jefferson’s original Religious Freedom Bill a.k.a. VA
Bill #82.

 

 

No,  George  this  is  a  “Holy  War”  and  any  fifth  grader
understanding  any  of  the  three  established  religions  in
history should understand you can’t war against established
religions even Spanish Inquisition style Christianity from a
secular, military alone.  That is of course unless your a fool
setting a nation up for defeat.  Jesus is never associated
with crescent moon deities of both Islam, Talmudic and Cannon
Law.

George Bush says that Christians and Muslims worship the same
God (Jesus answers this in John 14:6)

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/LONANGTrueFoundation.pdf
http://law2.umkc.edu/faculty/projects/ftrials/conlaw/rfratext.html


The  Establishment  Clause
states that Congress shall
make no law “respecting an
establishment of religion.”

KARL MARX WAS WRONG IT WAS
SEX NOT RELIGION "OPIATE" OF
THE MASSES
AP Supreme Court writer Mark Sherman explains the high court’s
action that clears the way for an immediate expansion of same-
sex marriage by turning away appeals from five states seeking
to prohibit gay and lesbian unions. (Oct. 6)

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-conten
t/uploads/2014/11/video1.mp4

        "We the people" or we the judges

“The people — the people — are the rightful masters of both
congresses, and courts — not to overthrow the Constitution,
but to overthrow the men who pervert it.” Abraham Lincoln

Hillary’s  war  to  “destabilize”  America  into  crisis

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Madison-Seperation-of-Church-and-State.jpg
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/11/07/karl-marx-wrong-sex-opiate-masses/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/11/07/karl-marx-wrong-sex-opiate-masses/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/11/07/karl-marx-wrong-sex-opiate-masses/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/video1.mp4
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/video1.mp4
http://www.renewamerica.com/columns/cherry/110109
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MudnsExyV78
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4ZxO5I-s4E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YM2YqYGUPTc&list=UUKYliEF7S-HzdcbZY90FBGg


continues.   Is there a plan to destroy America from within? 
As John F. Kennedy stated “Infiltration rather than invasion”.

“The United Nations is the greatest fraud in history. It’s
purpose is to destroy the United States.” – John E. Rankin

Democrat Mississippi 1st District

“INFILTRATION  RATHER  THAN  INVASION”John  F.  Kennedy   “The
President and The Press”  Waldorf-Astoria Hotel 27 April 1961
“Let us face reality, The framers have simply been too shrewd
for  us,  They  have  outwitted  us.  They  designed  separated
institutions that cannot be unified by mechanical linkages,
frail bridges, tinkering. If we are to “turn the founders
upside down” – to put together what they put asunder – we must
directly confront the constitutional structure they erected”
James MacGregor Burns “The Power To Lead”. “Committee on the
Constitutional System”.

Are  states  rights  being  stripped  by
giving courts “Arbitrary Power” over the
will of the people?
In  letter  dated  28  Sept  1820  to  William  Jarvis  Thomas
Jefferson  addressed  this  very  issue.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zdMbmdFOvTs
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/John-E-Rankin-Mississippi.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YafZkjiMpjU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YafZkjiMpjU
http://www.thenewamerican.com/reviews/opinion/item/18722-an-enemy-of-the-us-constitution-passes


 

     Judicial Despotism 
Jefferson on Government   “The Constitution… meant that its
coordinate branches should be checks on each other. But the
opinion which gives to the judges the right to decide what
laws are constitutional and what not, not only for themselves
in their own sphere of action but for the Legislature and
Executive also in their spheres, would make the Judiciary a
despotic branch.” –Thomas Jefferson to Abigail Adams, 1804. ME
11:51

“To  consider  the  judges  as  the  ultimate  arbiters  of  all
constitutional  questions  [is]  a  very  dangerous  doctrine
indeed, and one which would place us under the despotism of an
oligarchy. Our judges are as honest as other men and not more
so. They have with others the same passions for party, for

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Jefferson-judges.jpg
http://famguardian.org/Subjects/Politics/ThomasJefferson/jeff1030.htm


power, and the privilege of their corps. Their maxim is boni
judicis est ampliare jurisdictionem [good justice is broad
jurisdiction], and their power the more dangerous as they are
in  office  for  life  and  not  responsible,  as  the  other
functionaries are, to the elective control. The Constitution
has erected no such single tribunal, knowing that to whatever
hands confided, with the corruptions of time and party, its
members would become despots. It has more wisely made all the
departments  co-equal  and  co-sovereign  within  themselves.”
–Thomas Jefferson to William C. Jarvis, 1820. ME 15:277

“In  denying  the  right  [the  Supreme  Court  usurps]  of
exclusively explaining the Constitution, I go further than
[others] do, if I understand rightly [this] quotation from the
Federalist  of  an  opinion  that  ‘the  judiciary  is  the  last
resort in relation to the other departments of the government,
but not in relation to the rights of the parties to the
compact under which the judiciary is derived.’ If this opinion
be sound, then indeed is our Constitution a complete felo de
se  [act  of  suicide].  For  intending  to  establish  three
departments, coordinate and independent, that they might check
and  balance  one  another,  it  has  given,  according  to  this
opinion, to one of them alone the right to prescribe rules for
the government of the others, and to that one, too, which is
unelected by and independent of the nation. For experience has
already shown that the impeachment it has provided is not even
a scare-crow… The Constitution on this hypothesis is a mere
thing of wax in the hands of the judiciary, which they may
twist and shape into any form they please.” –Thomas Jefferson
to Spencer Roane, 1819. ME 15:212

“This member of the Government was at first considered as the
most harmless and helpless of all its organs. But it has
proved  that  the  power  of  declaring  what  the  law  is,  ad
libitum, by sapping and mining slyly and without alarm the
foundations of the Constitution, can do what open force would
not dare to attempt.” –Thomas Jefferson to Edward Livingston,



1825. ME 16:114

(LONANG) like Mayflower Compact was written into “Common Law”
solely to ensure “morality as James Wilson stated.  The Laws
of Nature viewed “Attraction of The Sexes” equal to the laws
of  Magnetism.   “Like  Poles  Repeal”  while  “Opposite  Poles
Attract”.

HISTORY DOES INDEED REPEAT ITSELF

Ancient Book Of Jasher: Referenced In Joshua 10:13; 2 Samuel
1:18; And 2 Timothy 3:8

Jasher 19:3 And by desire of their four judges the people of
Sodom and Gomorrah had beds erected in the streets of the
cities, and if a man came to these places they laid hold of
him and brought him to one of their beds, and by force made
him to lie in them.

“Christianity is part of The Common Law”.

 

 

 

http://avalon.law.yale.edu/18th_century/blackstone_bk1ch15.asp
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/James-Wilson-Christianty.jpg


 

HILLARY  CLINTON'S  ANOMIE
FIGHT ON GLOBAL STABILITY
Anomie  Social  Instability   in  society  is  caused  by  the
erosion or abandonment of moral and social codes

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/10/06/re-constitutions-dependancy-upon-morality/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/10/06/re-constitutions-dependancy-upon-morality/


John Adams

IMPENDING ANOMIE
Social Engineering and moral break down of  Society

Anomie and Strain Theory

Is United Nation’s Global L.G.B.T. Resolution the beginning of
the end for humanity?    Is there a pattern in world history 
associated with decline of  civil morality?  THOMAS JEFFERSON
STATED:  “History by apprising them of the past will enable

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/John-Adams-final-e1397777398694.jpg
http://deviance.socprobs.net/Unit_3/Theory/Anomie.htm
http://sociology.about.com/od/Sociological-Theory/a/Structural-Strain-Theory.htm


them  to  judge  of  the  future;  it  will  avail  them  of  the
experience of other times and other nations; it will qualify
them as judges of the actions and designs of men; it will
enable  them  to  know  ambition  under  every  disguise  it  may
assume; and knowing it, to defeat its views”.

Thomas Jefferson (1743–1826), U.S. president. Notes on the
State of Virginia (1787), Query 14, p. 148, ed. William Peden
(1954).

IS THERE A REPETITIVE PATTERN OF HISTORY?
 

“Ground Hog Day” starring Bill Murray

The  collapse of Ancient Greece followed by Ancient Rome’s
overthrow by Abbasid Caliphate resulted in bleakest period in
Modern  World  History  “The  Dark  Ages.”   Italian  poet  and
statesman “Dante”  paintings were depicted in art during
Renaissance Period.

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/04/10/ignorant-history-destined-repeat/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/Ground-Hog-Day-History-Nissi.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dante_Alighieri
http://eawrap.wordpress.com/2010/10/18/dantes-influence-on-art-dante-and-the-three-kingdoms/


Durante  degli  Alighieri,
mononymously referred to as
Dante, was an Italian poet,
prose  writer,  literary
theorist,  moral
philosopher, and political
thinker  during  “Dark
Ages”.  Dante is credited
as  founder  of  Italian
Language.   Dante’s  moral
collection of poetry  “The
Divine Comedy” or “many of
which were recreated into
famous paintings during

 

Most have heard of biblical history of Sodom & Gomorrah.  The 
history  of destruction of Pompeii in Ancient Rome has been
suppressed  specifically  being  “Sex  Capitol  of  The  Ancient
World.  Many do not connect history of collapse of Ancient
Greece  with  the  first  historical  state  social-engineering
experiments.

ARE THERE PATTERNS OF DESTRUCTION  DURING “ANOMIES”

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Dante-Nissi.jpg


THROUGHOUT  WORLD HISTORY
“….And  who  knows  where  mythology  leaves  off  and  history
begins”  Saul Alinsky over the shoulder acknowledgement  to
Lucifer “Rules for Radicals”.

Ancient Greece  “Collapsed” from moral decay of first state
Social-Engineering  handed  down  by  Oracles  of  Delphi  it’s
society no longer able to sustain itself. Lycurgus is referred
to by ancient historians and philosophers Herodotus, Xenophon,
Plato, Polybius, Plutarch and Epictetus Lycurgus.  Lycurgus
pupil of Plato and  Isocrates Lycurgus became a successful
financier, statesman, military leader and orator in Athens. He
increased the wealth of Athens after re-administrating its
finances, and had several buildings built or refurbished. He
was on Demosthenes side in the orators opposition against
Philip II of Macedon.

GREECE  –  THE  LAND  OF  GAYS
archeological proof of ramped
homosexuality  in  Ancient
Greece.
Video Link Ancient Greece

 Ancient Sparta – SOCIALLY ENGINEERED MILITARY OBSESSED BI-
SEXUALS

The situation called for Spartans to remake their society from
top to bottom.  They developed new rules that would control
every aspect of it’s citizens lives.

Spartans  State  sponsored  education  still  revered  today.  
Created to control the Hellots.  Agogae training of both males
and females began at birth.  Boys training referred to as “Boy
Scout Troop from Hell” and girls training could compared to

http://sweetness-light.com/archive/hillary-clintons-idol-saul-alinsky-and-satan
http://www.theignorantfishermen.com/2012/03/lucifer-mentor-of-saul-alinsky-who-is.html
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lycurgus_of_Sparta#Biography
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lycurgus_of_Sparta#Biography
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lycurgus_of_Sparta#Biography
http://www.biography.com/people/lycurgus-9389581
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EC937xQPKNM
http://www.sikyon.com/Sparta/agogi_eg.html


feminist  movement  and  Amazons  from  Island  of  Lesbo.   
Documentary  1  Video   Documentary  Part  2  Video

Due to this unprecedented persecution, the Christians believed
that their generation would be the final one before the end of
the world. The great Apostle Paul, who established
Christianity at Rome, was beheaded outside the city
by order of Nero.

The Last Day of Pompeii Sex
Capitol  of  The  World
destroyed  within  hours
Eruption of Mount Vesuvius
in 79 A.D.

Destruction  of  Pompeii   by
eruption of Eruption of Mount
Vesuvius  in  August  24  79
A.D.   The  Cover-up  at  the
Archeological  Museum  of
Naples is a room called “The

http://www.sikyon.com/Sparta/agogi_eg.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Asey9zFXwl8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MK2y7OflH3c
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Secret Chamber”. 
The Book of Jasher mentioned in Old Testament books of Joshua
10:13 and 2 Samuel 1:18 using the Geneva Bible banned by King
James.  Puritans and Pilgrims brought Geneva Bible on their
voyage to America.  King James banned Geneva Bible,  making it
a felony to own one.  Apparently The Crown found Geneva Bible
commentaries offensive.  The history of Sodom and Gomorrah
mentioned  in  19th  chapter  of  Jasher  tells  true  story  of
Sodom’s treatment of strangers. This history repeats  21st
Century history of judges and U.N. intolerance of nations
resistance  to  forced  homosexuality  cultural  hegemony  and
social  engineering.    Since   Hillary  Clinton  forced  U.N.
Agenda on the world U.S. is viewed with European Union and
Canada as “hostile” toward Christian views.  The “Queering”
strain  theory  cultural  hegemony  is  rapidly  changing  our
cultural society ultimately leading to global anarchy.

CHRISTIANS BLAMED BY NERO IN GREAT FIRED IN ROME BURNING IN
AUGUST 24 64 A.D.

Emperor Nero’s Perverted Same-
Sex Marriage!!

Beheading of St. Paul
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http://www.jstor.org/discover/10.2307/41757548?uid=3739936&uid=2&uid=4&uid=3739256&sid=21104760361887
https://www.scribd.com/doc/23528494/Gramsci-is-Dead
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/en-beheading-of-saint-paul.jpg


by  order  of  Nero.
When the Apostle Paul
was put to death in
Rome, sometime during
the later part of the
reign  of  Nero
(between  AD66-68),  a
long  list  of  well-
known  church  leaders
had  been  heavily
under  his  influence.
Many  of  these  names
are familiar to most
Christians: Barnabas,
Mark,  Luke,  Timothy,
Titus,  Philemon,
Silas,  Priscilla,
Aquila,  and  Apollos.
There are many other
names  included  in
Paul’s  biography  and
letters  about  whom
little is known. Many
of  these  men  and
women  clearly  played
important  roles  in
the  earliest
Christian  History.

Ancient  Egypt   reveals  “Turin  Erotic  Papyrus”  what
really happened in Ancient Egypt. Ancient Egypt’s “Set”
desert warlord of homosexuality and chaos.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turin_Erotic_Papyrus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turin_Erotic_Papyrus


The History of Ancient Sex –
Documentary  [18+]   warning
explicit  material.
Documentary video link
12/6/2014 WASHINGTON — The United States will begin using
American  foreign  aid  to  promote  gay  rights  abroad,  Obama
administration officials said on Tuesday.

Are sanctions imposed on countries if they don’t comply with
U.N. “Human” law?? America was founded upon “Divine Law” (Laws
of  Nature  and  Nature’s  God  government  philosophy  by  Sir
William Blackstone.  Since England rejected for Divine Rights
of Kings puritans and pilgrims fled to America for religious
freedom.   The  Mayflower  Compact  used  (LONANG)  for  it’s
foundational principals.   The Laws of Nature agreed “The
Attraction of The Sexes” should be viewed as The Laws of
Magnetism which “opposite” poles “attract” while “opposite”
poles “repeal”.

Is our society being ruled by “Hegemonic” government using
history to collapse society for absolute control?   Socially
Engineered  homosexuality  used  for  destabilization  using
history of past civilizations decline into immorality.

To truly understand how Saul Alinsky got his ideas for his
book, “Rules for Radicals,” one must look into Alinsky’s past.
Alinsky was heavily influenced by an Italian Communist by the
name of Antonio Gramsci.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iowo4IsGTDc
http://www.nowtheendbegins.com/blog/?p=7393
http://www.wisegeek.org/what-is-hegemony.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YM2YqYGUPTc&list=UUKYliEF7S-HzdcbZY90FBGg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RTy6gEvWIYg&list=UUKYliEF7S-HzdcbZY90FBGg
http://tavernkeepers.com/what-did-antonio-gramsci-teach-saul-alinsky/
http://tavernkeepers.com/what-did-antonio-gramsci-teach-saul-alinsky/


Extremely  wealthy
individuals, like George
Soros, may be thought of
as  modern  hegemons
because  they  can  make
disproportionately large
contributions  to
political  causes  and
candidates.

 

From Marx to Lenin, Gramsci & Alinsky
Excerpts from The Keys of this Blood by Malachi Martin, 1990

[734 pages]

Obama’s Ideological Father: “Gramsci… organized the Italian Communist
party in 1921…. Since this was four years after the Russian Revolution,
Gramsci assumed Italians would welcome a Bolshevik convulsion of their
own. But it didn’t happen…. He found three explanations: Christianity,
nationalism and charity. ...the way to set the stage for a Marxist
revolution was in coming to grips with these three conditions….

If Christianity is part of The Common Law as James Wilson
stated why would Hillary deliberately push U.N. agenda to
subvert U.S. law.

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/hillary-georgesoros-020302.jpg
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/forcing-change/09/9-vatican.htm
http://www.humanevents.com/article.php?print=yes&id=30986
http://www.crossroad.to/Quotes/communism/marx-gramsci.htm#gramsci
http://www.crossroad.to/Quotes/communism/marx-gramsci.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/Quotes/communism/marx-gramsci.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEcyBRQpSWg


POST  MARXISM  GOAL  OF  CULTURAL
HEGEMONY OLIGARCHY.

Christina  Aguilera  chats
Hilary  Clinton  eyeing  her
cleavage

Christina  Aguilera  catches
Hillary  Clinton  eyeing
her cleavage
Photo  was  snapped  of  Secretary  of  State  Hilary  Clinton
apparently taking a glimpse of Aguilera’s cleavage during a
recent awards ceremony, everyone wanted to know: what was
going on?

Sec. Hillary Clinton funded through USAID her private NGO
“Vital Voices” to push both L.G.B.T. and Feminist Agenda.

https://www.scribd.com/doc/23528494/Gramsci-is-Dead
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/James-Wilson-Christianty.jpg
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/christina-aguilera-hillary-clinton.png
http://nbclatino.com/2012/12/07/christina-aguilera-chats-hilary-clinton-eyeing-her-cleavage/


“I  am  the  LORD,  and  I  do  not  change.  That  is  why  you
descendants of Jacob are not already destroyed. Malachi 3:6

Apostasy Rising: 4 Denominations In Less Than a Week Defy
God’s  Word
http://www.charismanews.com/opinion/watchman-on-the-wall/44465
-apostasy-rising-4-denominations-in-less-than-a-week-defy-god-
s-word

Apostate Pastor’s Pro-Homosexual Sermon Earns Him Special Trip
to  White  House
http://christiannews.net/2014/06/28/apostate-pastors-pro-homos
exual-sermon-earns-him-special-trip-to-white-house/

VA Funding  giving preferences to Transgender Sex Changes.

Port  Royal  which  we  could  compare  to  “Pirates  of  The
Caribbean” movies.  Another Sin City sunken by tsunami.

SIN CITY JAMAICA – Pirate Paradise DOCUMENTARY – Port Royal
and the SUNKEN CITY!

Video documentary link here.  Only Port Charles survived the
great quake on June 7 1692 sinking Port Charles.

John Adams address to MA Officers
“While our country remains untainted with the principles and
manners which are now producing desolation in so many parts of
the  world;  while  she  continues  sincere,  and  incapable  of
insidious and impious policy, we shall have the strongest
reason to rejoice in the local destination assigned us by
Providence.  But  should  the  people  of  America  once  become
capable  of  that  deep  simulation  towards  one  another,  and
towards foreign nations, which assumes the language of justice
and  moderation  while  it  is  practising  iniquity  and
extravagance, and displays I have received from Major-General
Hull and Brigadier, General Walker your unanimous address from

http://www.va.gov/vhapublications/ViewPublication.asp?pub_ID=2863
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4QQPzIKDZ8
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1692_Jamaica_earthquake
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1692_Jamaica_earthquake


Lexington, animated with a martial spirit, and expressed with
a military dignity becoming your character and the memorable
plains on which it was adopted. in the most captivating manner
the charming pictures of candor, frankness, and sincerity,
while it is rioting in rapine and insolence, this country will
be the most miserable habitation in the World; “because we
have no government armed with power capable of contending with
human passions unbridled by morality and religion. Avarice,
ambition, revenge, or gallantry, would break the strongest
cords of our Constitution as a whale goes through a net. Our
Constitution was made only for a moral and religious people.
It is wholly inadequate to the government of any other.”

An address from the officers commanding two thousand eight
hundred men, consisting of such substantial citizens as are
able and willing at their own expense completely to arm and
clothe themselves in handsome uniforms, does honor to that
division of the militia which has done so much honor to its
country.  Oaths  in  this  country  are  as  yet  universally
considered as sacred obligations. That which you have taken
and so solemnly repeated on that venerable spot, is an ample
pledge of your sincerity and devotion to your country and its
government.

Source:  The  Works  of  John  Adams,  Second  President  of  the
United States: With A Life of the Author by Charles Francis
Adams, Volume IX, Boston: Little Brown and Company, 1854.
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